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This project does not need to concern a legal topic. Laboratory research reports and humanities theses alike can show as much in-depth research and analysis as a paper about constitutional law or ...
Academic Projects Enhance Law School Applications
This issue of the History of Education Quarterly (HEQ) focuses on education in medieval and early modern Europe (c. 1100-1750), a period that has received limited attention in the journal. Within this ...
Trends in the History of Medieval and Early Modern Education in HEQ
Perhaps they think that the suddenly ubiquitous topics of gender identity and preferred pronouns ... The contemporary obsession with identity has made its way into elementary school policy, curricula, ...
The Monster Is in the Classroom
Five former State Teachers of the Year raised that topic last week in an Education Week opinion essay that drew a flood ... recognizing their efforts, Denver elementary school teacher Lori ...
We Asked Teachers How They Want to be Appreciated. Here’s What They Said
Elementary educators work with young learners (K-6), teaching basic skills and knowledge that form the foundation of learning. In St. Thomas' Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education program, you'll ...
Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education
The Elementary Education program ... this developmental understanding into research, application, and practice. Instruction of Students with Special Needs and of Diverse Learners This course focuses ...
Master of Education (M.Ed.) in Elementary Education
The Education in Small States Research Group has a core membership in Bristol and is also establishing a network of interested colleagues worldwide. Membership of the Education in Small States ...
Members' research interests and related activities
Dr. Altick receives the Outstanding Outreach and Engagement Faculty Award for her work with the Society for Neuroscience ...
Amy Altick asks "What did your brain do for you today?"
The Directorate of Education Research and Training in Meghalaya has released the notification for Meghalaya Teacher Eligibility Test (MTET) 2021 on its official website. Candidates who want to apply ...
Meghalaya TET 2021: Registration begins on 10 June at megeducation.gov.in; check details here
A central concept in work on math education is math anxiety, defined as the worry or concern about doing math, learning about math, and being evaluated on math ability. There is research suggesting ..
Psychology Today
The renowned education researcher at Johns Hopkins ... more than 24 books and more than 300 peer-reviewed papers and book chapters. The topics he wrote about often followed his work in Success ...
Remembering Renowned Education Researcher Bob Slavin
“Ungrading” is one of those topics that inspires a lot of pushback ... In Ungrading, a baker’s dozen of professors and elementary and secondary educators offer up their experiences and ...
The Controversial but Useful Practice of ‘Ungrading’ in Teaching Writing
Students have to write a lot of essays, research papers ... innovative ideas for elementary school is immersive learning. Immersive learning environments, along with educational gaming, are becoming a ...
The Importance of Digital Innovation in the Classroom
The students, members of Kayla Hostetler's English IV class, chose topics like the effects of ... my community to feel more accepted." The research papers took about a month to complete, said ...
Aiken High students present problems, solutions at research fair
S. C. Lee Junior High reading interventionist Sky Densman said librarian Sandra Carswell designed a research project for sixth-grade history teachers. “Mrs. Carswell had digital and paper-based ...
School librarians have positive impact on student academic achievement
In the late 1980s, he and his wife developed the popular reading program Success for All. He recently promoted a tutoring initiative to help students forced from school by the coronavirus.
Robert Slavin, whose reading program is used in schools nationwide, dies at 70
in with the new” approach to education by getting back to basics in its new K-6 curriculum, set to be piloted in elementary schools this fall. During the curriculum announcement, Education ...
Controversial new curriculum aims to get back to basics
The doctoral program is designed to prepare experienced practitioners for senior administrative and policy-making posts, and careers in teaching/research ... preschool, elementary, secondary, and ...
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Higher Education
When had to do a research paper ... at the Department of Education in Washington, D.C., in April 2018. The display included self-portraits from eight Media Elementary fifth-graders, who then ...
Award-winning educator overcame challenges of COVID
She researches and occasionally lectures on related historical topics. Essex asserts ... During his career in education, Miller spent 12 years as an elementary principal including his service ...
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